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A number of marine species in the Mediterranean are threatened by the presence

of several pressure factors, which include climate change, collisions with vessels,

entanglement and ingestion of marine litter, especially plastic. Risk reduction

policies can only be conceived starting from an accurate analysis of the exposure

to such pressure factors. To estimate spatial abundance of both marine species

and plastic litter and to assess the exposure risk, a two-stage analysis approach

was applied, using aerial survey data from the ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative (ASI),

in synergy with the Plastic Busters MPAs (PB MPAs) project. First, a detection

function was fitted to observation data to obtain detection probabilities for

individuals, then a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) was employed to

estimate the spatial distribution of relative abundance, based on survey

observations. A bivariate Local Indicator of Spatial Association (LISA) was then

applied to the maps of relative abundance to derive risk maps of exposure of

marine species to marine litter. The maps, obtained with a spatial resolution of

about 10 km, allow us to identify areas with the highest neighboring abundance

of taxa and marine litter, in particular for the MPAs studied by the PB MPAs

project, which include the North-Western Mediterranean (Pelagos Sanctuary and

Tuscan Archipelago), the Ionian and Aegean Sea (Zakynthos), and the Strait of

Sicily (Cabrera Archipelago).
KEYWORDS

marine litter exposure, risk assessment, density surface modelling, marine species
distributions, marine protected areas
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1 Introduction

The Mediterranean Sea hosts over 17,000 marine species, with

approximately 20-30% of them being endemic, resulting in the

highest rate of endemism globally (UNEP/MAP and Plan Bleu,

2020). That means that the Mediterranean Sea stands out as a

globally significant hotspot and that, relative to its size or

geographic extent, it contains a significant number of species that

are found exclusively within its waters. This diverse ecosystem faces

constant threats due to significant human activities (Micheli et al.,

2013; Halpern et al., 2015), particularly in the northern basin where

human population growth has stabilized since 1980, contrasting

with a more than twofold increase in the south and east during the

same period (UN DESA, 2019). Various marine species in the

Mediterranean Sea are under threat from human-induced pressures

such as fishing, climate change, vessel collisions, and plastic

ingestion (Notarbartolo di Sciara, 2016; Panigada et al., 2006; Coll

et al., 2012; Fossi et al., 2012, 2017, 2018). Coastal regions and

enclosed basins, like the Mediterranean, suffer significantly from

marine plastic pollution, posing a growing threat to marine

biodiversity (Deudero and Alomar, 2015; Alomar et al., 2020;

Darmon et al., 2017; Fossi et al., 2017; Consoli et al., 2019; Fossi

et al., 2020). Lambert et al. (2020) provided quantitative assessments

of plastic debris in the Mediterranean Sea using aerial survey data,

including the ASI dataset. The variable spatial and temporal

distribution of marine litter (ML) is influenced by several physical

factors, indeed the transport primarily occurs via passive

mechanisms, where marine currents, wind, wave dynamics, and

Stokes drift exert simultaneous effects. Turbulent momentum

transport mechanisms, part icularly at mesoscale and

submesoscale levels, predominantly drive dispersion (van Sebille

et al., 2020). Plastic pieces larger than 30 cm typically exhibit

floating behavior and are highly susceptible to atmospheric

agents, thereby highlighting the relevance of wind transport

effects. Furthermore, the Mediterranean region’s significant

meteorological and hydrodynamic variability results in diverse

regional and seasonal plastic distribution patterns (Robinson

et al., 2001; Demirov and Pinardi, 2002; Lolis et al., 2008).

Various approaches have been utilized to estimate marine litter

exposure based on litter sources, species distributions, and spatial-

temporal data. Darmon et al. (2017) assessed sea turtle exposure to

marine plastic risks using aerial surveys, while Schuyler et al. (2016)

correlated turtle habitat maps with plastic distribution from ocean

drifter data. Additionally, initiatives like the Plastic Busters MPAs

and the ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative aim to monitor and mitigate

the impact of plastic pollution on marine biodiversity, especially in

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) like the Pelagos Sanctuary for

Marine Mammals. Data collected by ASI in 2018, shared with

Plastic Busters MPAs in 2019, facilitated collaborative efforts to

evaluate plastic litter exposure risks to Mediterranean marine

biodiversity. Spatial density abundance predictions were derived

using Generalized Additive Models (GAM) fitted to ASI data,

aiding risk assessments of taxa exposure to marine litter. Models

featuring continuous representation of physical and ecosystem

variability can effectively address these scale-related aspects
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
(Guerrini et al., 2019), but they entail inherent uncertainties

associated with both physical and biological process modeling,

such as the distribution of feeding habitats (Druon et al., 2012).

The aim of this work was to present a method to obtain risk

maps of exposure of marine species to ML in the Mediterranean

Sea, and to identify potential hotspots, by combining hazard maps

of plastic ML distribution with vulnerability maps of different taxa

distribution, determined via a Density Surface Modeling (DSM)

approach (Hedley and Buckland, 2004; Miller et al., 2013). We used

the Agreement Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black Sea,

Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous Atlantic Area (ACCOBAMS)

Survey Initiative data, which was performed to obtain robust data

on the conservation status of cetacean populations in the

Mediterranean ecosystem, in synergy with the Plastic Busters

MPAs (PB MPAs) project.
2 The plastic buster MPA project and
the ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative (ASI)

Plastic Busters MPAs was a 4-year-long InterregMed-project

with the goal of helping to sustain biodiversity and conserve natural

ecosystems in pelagic and coastal marine protected areas (MPAs),

by defining and implementing a harmonized approach against

marine litter. The project entailed actions that addressed the

whole management cycle of marine litter, from monitoring and

assessment to prevention and mitigation, as well as actions to

strengthen networking between and among pelagic and coastal

MPAs. This involved evaluating ML presence in both coastal and

offshore environments and cross mapping the distribution of litter

with the distribution of selected species, mainly top predators. The

deployed ML monitoring protocols were identified and elaborated

within the study phase of the Plastic Busters MPAs project, and they

were tested in those areas where the identification of potential ML

distribution patterns was also supported by a lagrangian model

implemented in a previous work by LaMMA Consortium

(Laboratory of Monitoring and Environmental Modelling for the

sustainable development, a joint consortium between Tuscany

region and Italian National Counsil of Research - CNR) (Fossi

et al., 2017).

We focus on three types of protected areas studied within the

Plastic Buster MPA project:
a) Large pelagic MPAs (SPAMI - Specially Protected Areas of

Mediterranean Importance, EBSA - Ecologically or

Biological ly Significant Marine Areas) : Pelagos

Sanctuary SPAMI;

b) Medium scale MPAs: Tuscan Archipelago National

Park (PNAT);

c) Small scale MPAs: Cabrera Archipelago Marine-terrestrial

National Park, National Marine Park of Zakynthos.
The ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative (ASI) aimed to establish an

integrated, collaborative, and coordinated monitoring system across

the entire ACCOBAMS area to assess the status of cetaceans and
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other species of conservation concern, providing robust capacity

building, training, and ultimately enhancing conservation efforts

and governance throughout the region (ACCOBAMS, 2021). The

ASI was conducted from June to August 2018 over most of the

Mediterranean Sea. Three types of aircraft were used (Britten-

Norman-II, Partenavia, and Cessna 337 G Skymaster), all

equipped with bubble windows so that observers could scan the

sea surface and sub-surface right below the aircraft on the transect

line. Observers were trained to search for all visible species, and

mega-debris larger than 30 cm in size present in a 200 m strip on

either side of the aircraft, following strip-transect methodology

(Buckland et al., 2015). Positions were regularly rotated between

data recording, right and left observation. The aircraft flew at a

constant speed of 90 knots at a height of 600 feet above sea level.

Observation conditions (e.g. sea state, turbidity, cloud cover, glare

severity, glare orientation) and a subjective estimation of small

cetacean detectability (subjective conditions) were systematically

recorded during active survey effort. Flight data and sightings were

recorded using VOR v8.6 software during SAMM survey (Suivi

Aérien de la Mégafaune Marine en France métropolitaine - winter

2011/12 and summer 2012) and SAMMOA v1.1.2 software during

ASI survey (http://www.observatoire-pelagis.cnrs.fr/publications/

les-outils/article/logiciel-sammoa). The ASI survey design

involved delineating various areas (blocks and sub-blocks), with

transects following a systematic zig-zag pattern detailed in Panigada

et al. (2023) and Cañadas et al. (2023). In this study, data obtained

from the ASI survey, which intersects with areas covered by the PB

MPAs project, has been used to determine the risk assessment

associated with the abundance of taxa and ML.
3 Materials and methods

The data employed were collected in 2018 by the ASI (Panigada

et al., 2023), and shared, in 2019, through an agreement with the

Plastic Busters MPAs, with the aim of capitalizing the efforts of the

two projects in a synergistic way, to evaluate the risk of exposure to

plastic litter of the Mediterranean marine biodiversity. To derive a

spatial density abundance prediction in each sector, detection

functions were fitted to the data (different for each sector and

each target). Afterwards, the spatial modeling was accomplished

through a Generalized Additive Model technique (GAM), followed

by the analysis of the model output and the inference phase. Such a

procedure, performed via the dsm R-package (Miller et al., 2022),

resembles the DSM workflow reported by Miller et al. (2013) and is

similar to the one adopted for other analyses of the ACCOBAMS

data, as reported in technical reports (i.e. ACCOBAMS, 2021). The

risk assessment procedure was carried out by evaluating the

exposure of the analyzed taxa to ML. Despite the distinct

characteristics driving the movements of analyzed taxa and ML in

water, we simplified the analysis by adopting the same approach for

both targets, employing respective detectability models. Since

observations are not repeated over time across the study areas,

the relative abundance distribution of targets obtained can be

considered as originating from a series of “snapshots” captured

during individual transect surveys. However, given the trade-off
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
between aforementioned simplification, the demanding nature of

this observation campaign, and the importance of having

concurrent information about marine species and plastic litter

presence, resulting maps serve as valuable indicators of

their spatial distribution, in the context of risk assessment

procedure design.
3.1 The dataset

The analysis considered 15 distinct ASI survey blocks: (04-08a-

08b-09-10-11-12-13-20-21-21b-22a-22b-22c-22d) (Panigada et al.,

2023). Additionally, since the dataset wasn’t contiguous, it was

divided into three parts and analyzed separately: North-West

Mediterranean (NWM – 439,300 km2), Strait of Sicily (SOS –

156,600 km2), and Ionian/Aegean Seas (IAS – 268,700 km2)

(see Figure 1).

Several steps were identified for the data processing according

to the strategy previously proposed by Darmon et al. (2017):
1) to define square unit (5-10 nautical miles) for the whole

target area;

2) to calculate the amount of each variable (ML/cetaceans/sea

turtles/fish, etc.) in each square;

3) to define the sampling effort in each square (hours of flight/

square Km, probability of sampling effort): “maximum”

corresponds to the maximum effort or number of hours of

flight (1), “zero” is no effort;

4) to relate the amounts of each variable/sampling effort in

each square (probability of presence): “maximum” (1)

corresponds to the maximum amount of each variable

(litter/species), “zero” is absence;
FIGURE 1

View of the transects followed during the ASI aerial surveys (different
colors for each survey block as in legend), and also monitored in the
PB MPAs project and subdivision in three sectors to conduct the
analysis. Each color indicates a differently modeled sector, i.e.
orange: North-West Mediterranean (NWM) including part of the
Tyrrenian sea, green: Strait of Sicily (SOS) and red: Ionian/Aegean
Seas (IAS). Blue polygons are the main protected areas analyzed in
Plastic Buster MPAs Project.
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Fron
5) to map the distributions (standardized by sampling effort):

each square as 0 to 1 value;

6) to cross-map data of litter and of each variable (cetaceans/

sea turtles/fish, etc.). This may be obtained multiplying the

indicators from points 3 and 4;

7) to analyze the distribution of cross probability (6) through

various algorithms such as kernel, kriging, minimum

distance, etc.
In ASI surveys, litter observations are marked by a predominance

of plastic and various non-plastic items such as wood, oil, fishing

debris, and unidentified refuse. For the purpose of ensuring

consistency, only data specifically described as “plastic litter” (PL)

have been taken into account in this analysis to examine a standardized

dataset. Taxonomic groups including several marine species with

similar detectability have been modelled. Each taxonomic group

mentioned here corresponds to the criteria outlined in the

ACCOBAMS protocols (ACCOBAMS, 2021). The work focused on

top predators, including whales, dolphins, “small” and “large” fish. For

fish, the discrimination was made by size and not by species, because

data were retrieved through aerial surveys, and more specific details are

seldom present in the available observed dataset.

The selected groups include:
1) large Dolphins (LD), including bottlenose and Risso’s

dolphins, long-finned pilot whales.

2) large Fish (LF), including swordfish (Xiphias gladius) and

tuna species.

3) small Fish (SF), small and unidentified fish categories.

4) whales (W), fin whales and unidentified species, excluding

minke whales but including sperm whales.
For statistical significance, only areas with a minimum density of

1 * 10-5 per Km2 observations have been analyzed. In particular, the

whales group has been analyzed only in the NWM area (Table 1).

Most of the observations occurred in the NWM sector, which is

the largest one and also includes the SPAMI Pelagos Sanctuary.

Plastic items observed in the SOS sector are proportionally much

higher than in the other sectors. Due to limitations in aerial survey

detection, PL can only refer to observations of plastic material larger
tiers in Marine Science 04
than 30 cm (ACCOBAMS, 2021). From now on, PL is only intended

as this type of material.

Data spans from 06/06/2018 to 20/08/2018 in IAS, from 12/06/

2018 to 29/07/2018 in NWM and from 21/06/2018 to 14/07/2018 in

SOS. Hence, the representativeness of derived distributions is

limited to the summer period, as the winter conditions are

notably much different.
3.2 Fitting the detection function

The distance sampling technique for line transects is a

commonly employed method for estimating the spatial density of

a biological population (Hedley and Buckland, 2004; Barlow and

Forney, 2007; Bilgmann et al., 2019; Di Matteo et al., 2022). The

detection function, denoted as p(x), provides an estimation of the

ability to detect items as a function of the orthogonal distance x

from the surveyed line transect. This approach allows us to relax the

assumption that all objects within the analyzed area are detected,

thereby estimating the number of missed objects and, consequently,

the total number present. Specifically, the probability of detection P

is given by:

P =

Z w

0
p(x)dx

w

where w represents the truncation distance, defined as the

maximum perpendicular distance from the line transect within

which collected observations are considered in the model.

Observations of targets that are too distant from the transects hold

less significance when fitting the detection function. Furthermore,

sparse observations at greater distances, characterized by increased

uncertainty and lower frequency, may affect the results, resulting in

greater variability in estimates.

In line with other ACCOBAMS reports (e.g., ACCOBAMS,

2021), specific detection functions were derived for each analyzed

group and sector. Two distinct functional forms, namely hazard rate

(hr) and half normal (hn), were tested as fundamental functions for

both PL and taxa groups.

Each detection function, customized for specific sectors and

taxonomic groups, was chosen based on rigorous model fitting

diagnostics conducted by ACCOBAMS. These diagnostics

encompassed evaluations of the Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC), goodness-of-fit tests employing Cramer-von Mises

statistics, analysis of quantile-quantile plots (Q-Q plots), and

examination of fitted function plots (Figure 2).

ACCOBAMS prescribed truncation distances, representing the

maximum perpendicular distances allowed for targets, were applied

for each analyzed group.

For PL in the North-Western Mediterranean (NWM), three

models were tested (refer to Supplementary Information), given

that the p-value of the von-Mises test for both hr and hn (with

cosine adjustment) fell significantly below 5%. Despite employing a

polynomial adjustment to achieve the best fit, it resulted in a

higher AIC.
TABLE 1 Number of observations per Km2 (averaged values) in the 3
analyzed sectors for all the surveyed species (pooling as in ACCOBAMS,
2021); red values corresponds to a number of observations below the
threshold assumed to be statistically significative (10-5 Obs/Km2); so
distributions of W in those areas haven’t been modelled.

IAS NWM SOS

Nr.
Obs/Km2

Large Dolphin (LD) 0.41*10-4 1.32*10-4 1.15*10-4

Large Fish (LF) 0.37*10-4 9.22*10-4 2.30*10-4

Small Fish (SF) 1.34*10-4 0.50*10-4 0.83*10-4

Whales (W) 0.04*10-4 0.84*10-4 0.06*10-4

Plastic Litter (PL) 34.20*10-4 42.23*10-4 221.39*10-4
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3.3 Fitting the DSM and risk
assessment procedure

Density surface models were produced by modeling species

abundance as a function of spatial distribution of targets. Spatial

GAM has been used to estimate the relative abundance of targets

(Miller et al., 2013). As this is a well-known procedure also used by

ACCOBAMS (2021), we adopted the same method, but to keep the

approach as simple as possible, a bivariate smooth of coordinates

was used without additional covariates.

Abundance was predicted on a 10x10 kilometers grid. For each

cell of the grid, the count (n) of groupsi in each i segment of each

cell, was used as the response variable. The general structure of the

model is:

ni = Ai
bPi exp½b0,i + s(xi, yi)� +   ϵi

Where:
Fron
- ni represents the count on each segment in each cell.

- b0,i is the intercept and   ϵi are residuals (i.e., differences

between model and observation).

- Ai   is the area of each segment, and P̂i is the detectability

(probability of detection) in the segment.
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- s(xi, yi) is the bivariate smooth of coordinates (longitude

and latitude).
The GAM algorithm facilitates the selection of different response

distribution types. Here, the negative binomial distribution was chosen

to account for overdispersion (Miller et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2016;

Sigourney et al., 2020). A “soap film” smoother algorithm was also

employed to account for the complex geometry of the study areas

(Wood et al., 2008), particularly for the presence of large islands and

narrow channels in sectors 1 and 2, aiding in explaining deviance to a

higher degree than other approaches.

The spatial GAM allows predictions over the grid to calculate

relative abundance, i.e., the count of targets per square kilometer,

normalized in a range between 0 and 1. This facilitates comparison

of spatial distributions of examined taxa with plastic trash

distribution. Relative abundance maps were checked for

autocorrelation to ensure no autocorrelation pattern is present in

the residuals. Autocorrelation can lead to misleadingly narrow

confidence intervals due to pseudo-replication, where clustered

measurements, if not independent, artificially increase sample size

without contributing useful information (Hurlbert, 1984).

The risk assessment employed a LISA (Local Indicators of

Spatial Association) bivariate approach (Anselin, 1995; Anselin

et al., 2002), considering relative spatial distribution between taxa
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 2

Examples of relative frequency distribution and fitted detection, and q-q plot for LF in sector 2 (A, B), and PL in sector 3 (C, D), respectively.
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and plastic litter on a 10x10 km grid. The method correlated, for

each cell, the relative abundance of a taxon with the PL relative

abundance in the neighboring cells. A threshold was set at the 95th

percentile confidence interval for clustering significant values. It

must be clear that detected patterns do not give any help in

explaining the spatial processes which generated them. Patterns

may be due to specific, period-related covariates (not used in this

analysis), as well as to not optimal settings of the modeling of the

observations under investigation. Moreover, correlation does not

imply any actual causation among the phenomena under study.
4 Results

4.1 DSM, relative abundance and
uncertainty analysis

The results of the DSM are depicted in Figure 3 for both the taxa

and the three sectors: NWM, SOS, and IAS. Generally, while the

relative abundance of taxa displays a uniform pattern, the distribution

of PL exhibits a patchier aspect. This difference may be due to the fact

that, at the analyzed spatial scales, currents tend to cluster passive

plastic material (Meacham and Berloff, 2023) following the spatial

and temporal variability of winds and surface flow field.

Consequently, evolving concentration patterns may emerge, which

might be hardly detected through a single survey.

In the NWM, the largest area under study encompassing the

Pelagos Sanctuary, it is noteworthy to confirm the substantial

presence of the considered cetacean species (fin whales, sperm

whales) during the survey period (Figure 3I). Large fish also exhibit

high abundance in this area during the same period (Figure 3F), while

the presence of dolphins and small fish appears more evenly

distributed in the Western Mediterranean (Figures 3E, G).

Regarding the concentration of PL, areas with higher

concentrations are notably more evident in the Tyrrhenian than

in the Ligurian-Algerian basin (Figure 3H). This behavior,

regarding macroplastic concentrations, is not unexpected, as in

the summer period, the mixing of waters between the Tyrrhenian

and Ligurian basins is interrupted due to thermohaline circulation.

Additionally, water transport from the Tyrrhenian to the Ligurian

basin, typically directed northwards in winter, is interrupted or even

reversed during the summer period.

Uncertainty in the DSM procedure arises from both distance

sampling and the determination of the detection function, as well as

from the GAM employed. To assess this degree of uncertainty on

the estimation of the relative abundance of both taxa and plastic

litter across different sectors, the following quantities are

determined: the Coefficient of Variation (CV) for the chosen

detection function and GAM, and the total coefficient of variation

(average sector values reported in Table 2). Furthermore, the

algorithm enables calculation of a “per-cell” CV by splitting the

data into cells of a grid in each sector. In this case, the obtained CV

can be mapped to identify areas with the largest variance. Generally,

larger CV values are situated at the borders of the modeled domain
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and within areas characterized by a low density of data (an example

of these plots in Figure 4).
4.2 Exposure to PL

The risk assessment regarding the potential exposure of marine

fauna to PL was estimated by integrating information from the
B

C D

E F

G H

I

J K

L M

A

FIGURE 3

Spatial distribution of relative abundance of target taxa and PL for
the 3 analyzed sectors. (A–D) = LD, LF, SF and PL in IAS. (E–I) = LD,
LF, SF, PL and W in NWM. (J–M) = LD, LF, SF and PL in SOS. For
each type of target, a different color has been adopted. Dots
represent n. of targets in the spot where the observation occurred.
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relative abundance of PL and specific taxa using the LISA bivariate

approach (Anselin et al., 2002).

This approach involves evaluating, for each cell of the grid, the

correlation between taxa and PL abundance in the neighboring

cells. In essence, each variable (e.g., taxa) is compared with the

spatial distribution of the environmental pressure variable (e.g., PL)

in the surrounding cells.

Exposure maps are presented for those taxa with at least 10 targets

in each sector. These maps allow us to visualize the potential areas

wheremarine faunamay be at risk of exposure to plastic litter, based on

the spatial distribution and abundance of both PL and specific taxa.

To quantify the exposure, we assigned different colors to the

analyzed areas, based on the following classes:
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• light grey areas: clusters of not significant correlation of group

of taxa or PL;

• green areas: clusters of low (about< 1.5 sd) relative abundance

of taxa targets in a low relative environment of PL;

• yellow areas: clusters of relatively low relative abundance of

taxa targets in high (about > 1.5 sd) relative environment

of PL;

• orange areas: clusters of high relative abundance of taxa in

areas of low relative environment of PL;

• red areas: clusters of high relative abundance of group targets

in high relative environment of PL.
The exposure maps for the different taxa and sectors are

reported in Figure 5.
5 Discussion

The exposure maps depicted in Figure 5, while constrained by

the limitations inherent in the representativeness of the data, as

previously discussed, allow us to clarify specific aspects of each of

the investigated areas:
1. Within the IAS sector, the assessment reveals that the National

Marine Park of Zakynthos MPA exhibits a low risk for most

taxa except for Large Fishes (LF), which face relatively higher

risks due to their presence in areas characterized by low plastic

litter (PL) but elevated LF presence. Notably, the central-

eastern areas of this sector pose the highest risk for large

dolphins (LD) and small fish (SF), with a pronounced overlap

between PL and taxa observed, particularly in the eastern area

owing to high PL density.

2. In the NWM sector, characterized by large spatial

heterogeneity, the Pelagos Sanctuary emerges as the most

significant area of interest. Here, the higher PL presence in

the southeastern part poses a notable threat mainly to SF,
FIGURE 4

Example of CV “per-cell” map of PL GAM in NWM.
TABLE 2 Summary of uncertainty in a density surface model calculated
analytically for GAM, with delta method.

Sector Target n
CV
Detection
function

CV
GAM

Total
CV

IAS

LD 11 0.03559185 0.6915 0.6924

LF 10 0.03559185 0.5793 0.5804

SF 36 0.03611962 0.4617 0.4631

PL 919 0.03559185 0.0518 0.0628

NWM

LD 58 0.01645871 0.233 0.2336

LF 405 0.01645871 0.5568 0.5571

SF 22 0.01680367 0.6487 0.6489

W 37 0.2991768 0.2139 0.3678

PL 3467 0.01645871 0.0318 0.0318

SOS

LD 18 0.02562528 0.474 0.4747

LF 36 0.02562528 0.2241 0.2256

SF 13 0.3068508 0.3963 0.5012

PL 1855 0.02562528 0.0581 0.0635
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but the impacts on whales in the northwestern part can also

be significant. Additionally, high PL presence is observed in

the east-southern area and localized spots around the

Balearic Islands and the Gulf of Genoa.

3. Within the SOS sector, PL predominantly accumulates along

the eastern side of Tunisian coasts and the west-southern

coast of Sicily. The primary threat in this sector pertains to

LD and SF, with the “Isole Pelagie” MPA exhibiting higher

PL exposure compared to MPAs around Malta. LD and SF

concentrate in the western area, where PL is clustered, while

LF shows greater clustering in the eastern area, seemingly

less impacted by PL.
In the context of the Northwest Mediterranean (NWM), and

particularly within the Pelagos Sanctuary area, other studies in the

literature have highlighted the significant risk posed to the biodiversity

present in this region. For instance, Guerrini et al. (2019), in their

decadal assessment of plastic ingestion risk by fin whales within the

Pelagos MPA, identified a potential hotspot for fin whales in the

Liguro-Provençal basin during the summer feeding season, based on
tiers in Marine Science 08
simulations of plastic debris dispersal and ecological modeling.

Similarly, Darmon et al. (2017) in their analysis of aerial surveys,

highlighted elevated pollution levels, especially in this Mediterranean

area, with potential detrimental effects on biodiversity, notably on sea

turtles. Darmon et al. (2017) emphasizes the importance of integrating

empirical data with simulation models to understand spatiotemporal

variability in sensitive areas and assess factors influencing interactions

between species and debris, highlighting the limitations of single-time

observations in determining impacts on marine fauna. However, it is

noteworthy that the peculiar summer circulation patterns between the

Tyrrhenian and Ligurian seas, with limited exchange between the two

basins in this period, mitigate the risk of whales’ exposure to

macroplastics in the Pelagos Sanctuary during the summer season.

One of the main issues in the current analysis is the sample size

used in the spatial model, especially for the IAS area and for LD and LS

groups, but also for the SF group in NWM (see Table 1). This is quite

evident in the exposure maps where non-significant correlations areas

are commonly low density target areas (both taxa and ML).

As already stated, it is important to remark that the determined

patterns of ML ad taxa distributions are related to the moment in
A B

D E F

G IH

J

C

FIGURE 5

Clusters of relative distributions of LD (Large Dolphins) vs PL (Plastic Litter) (Part 1, A–C), LF (Large Fish) vs PL (Part 2, D–F) and SF (Small Fish) vs. PL
(Part 3, G–I). In (J) panel the W (Whales) group for NWM area. In the legend, the first indication of the cluster name is referred to the taxa examined
and the other to the PL.
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which surveys occurred. Only repeated surveys during the same

period of the year might help to map distributions more affordably.

Also, in this preliminary study on ASI data, we did not include any

covariate in the spatial model (i.e. depth, distance from the coast,

SST) which could affect the results, at least for specific groups.

Results of spatial distribution hold significance in establishing

conservation priorities and are becoming increasingly crucial in

decision-making for cost-effective approaches to safeguard

biodiversity. Hotspots may exhibit dynamism and fleeting nature,

yet this does not detract from their ecological significance.

Regarding the PL hotspots, various authors, utilizing both direct

measurements of transport at sea like Lagrangian drifters

(Zambianchi et al., 2017) and numerical models of transport and

dispersion (e.g., Fossi et al., 2017), have demonstrated the critical

contribution of surface currents in determining the surface

distribution of plastic litter, even in confined environments such

as the Mediterranean basin. In contrast, animal movement ecology

operates at a significantly higher level of complexity, encompassing

habitat associations, the extent and utilization of geographical

ranges, migratory pathways, phenology, and interactions between

animals and their environment.
6 Conclusions

The present investigation was aimed at evaluating the risk

posed to marine biodiversity in specific Mediterranean areas by

exposure to plastic litter (PL), aligning with the objectives of the

ASI and Plastic Busters MPAs joint effort. The analysis revealed

variability in estimates, particularly in areas with limited data and

in coastal and boundary regions, consistent with findings in

existing literature.

Furthermore, ecosystem variability, notably in large pelagic marine

mammals, exhibits a seasonal behavior influenced by physical and

trophic conditions, posing challenges for accurate modeling. Despite

limitations in data representativeness, our risk analysis based only on

observational data provides a robust foundation for discussing the

relative distributions between species and PL.

The study highlights the benefits of cross-mapping the

distribution of PL and marine species using observational data for

management purposes. Such an approach, although tested at a

limited scale due to resource constraints, provides a large-scale

assessment to delineate areas at risk and prioritize mitigation

measures. The ASI dataset offers a valuable resource, providing a

comprehensive dataset of both fauna and PL (macroplastics)

acquired simultaneously during monitoring campaigns. It is also

important to point out, for the purposes of the conclusions of this

analysis, that aerial surveys are effective in identifying larger debris

(>30 cm), while smaller debris, including microplastics, are also

present and pose risks to marine life (Lambert et al., 2020).

Detecting and assessing these smaller debris particles require

additional methods and technologies, and needs even greater

synergy between different initiatives.

Preservation efforts should focus on continuous monitoring of

high-risk areas, such as the Pelagos Sanctuary, to safeguard fragile
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habitats and species. Systematic surveys over time, coupled with

integrated and harmonized monitoring tools, are crucial for

estimating variations in population abundance and PL trends,

enhancing our understanding of spatial risk exposure, and

facilitating measures to protect vulnerable marine species.

In conclusion, our research emphasizes the critical importance of

conducting thorough evaluations of marine debris and its

repercussions on biodiversity in the Mediterranean. This has

profound implications for devising conservation and management

strategies. It is imperative to prioritize further research and

monitoring endeavors to tackle the challenges presented by marine

debris and to ensure the effective protection of marine ecosystems.
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